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A B S T R A C T 
We discuss calculations of synthetic spectra for the interpretation and analysis of K-shell and bound-free 
emission from argon-doped deuterium-filled OMEGA direct-drive implosion cores. The spectra are 
computed using a model that considers collisional-radiative atomic kinetics, continuum-lowering, 
detailed Stark-broadened line shapes, line overlapping, and radiation transport effects. The photon 
energy range covers the moderately optically thick n = 3 —• n = 1 and n = 4 —• n = 1 line transitions in 
He- and H-like Ar, their associated satellite lines in Li- and He-like Ar, and several radiative recombi-
nation edges. At the high-densities characteristic of implosion cores, the radiative recombination edges 
substantially shift to lower energies thus overlapping with several line transitions. We discuss the 
application of the spectra to spectroscopic analysis of doped implosion cores. 
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1. Introduction 
X-ray spectroscopy has been used in the field of inertial 
confinement fusion (ICF) as a powerful, non-intrusive tool for 
extracting information on temperature and density conditions of 
the imploding core plasma during the period leading up to and 
including peak compression. In particular, time-resolved K-shell 
spectroscopy of argon-doped deuterium-filled plastic shells has 
proved to be very useful for diagnosing implosion cores in both 
direct- and indirect-drive ICF experiments [1-7]. Most of these 
applications have relied on using the photon energy range associ-
ated with the moderately optically thick HeB (ls3p-ls2) and Lyj3 
(3p-ls) lines, and their associated Li- and He-like satellite transi-
tions, specifically, the photon energy range from 3500 eV to 
4000 eV. This spectral region is particularly sensitive to plasma 
electron temperature and density conditions through the 
temperature and density sensitivity of the atomic level populations 
kinetics and the density dependence of the Stark-broadened line 
shapes. For photon energies above 4000 eV, the spectrum includes 
line contributions from the Lyy (4p-ls) and several He-like and 
H-like radiative recombination edges that, at the high-densities 
achieved in implosion core plasmas, significantly shift to lower 
energies due to continuum-lowering effects. 
In this work we discuss the calculation of the argon K-shell 
spectrum, for the photon energy from 3500 eV to 4300 eV, taking 
into account line transition and radiative recombination emission 
contributions. The goal is to investigate the application of this 
extended photon energy range in the spectroscopic analysis of 
direct-drive argon-doped OMEGA implosions. The details of the 
spectral model are described in Section 2, paying particular atten-
tion to continuum radiation emission arising from radiative 
recombination processes involving the fully-stripped, as well as the 
ground and excited states in H-like and He-like Ar ions. The role of 
the continuum-lowering on the shift of the radiative recombination 
edges has also been briefly investigated. In Section 3 we provide 
a preliminary comparison of a model calculation with data recor-
ded in direct-drive ICF implosions performed at the OMEGA laser 
system. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section 4. 
2. Atomic kinetics and spectral modeling 
We model the argon K-shell line and radiative recombination 
emission from an argon-doped, deuterium-filled implosion core 
plasma using the collisional-radiative atomic kinetics model and 
code ABAKO [8,9]. ABAKO combines a set of analytical approxi-
mations for the rates of atomic processes which yield substantial 
savings in computer running time, yet compares well with more 
elaborated codes and experimental data [10]. In this work an 
ABAKO model for argon was constructed that includes up to 4592 
energy levels (1 fully-stripped, 100 H-like, 352 He-like, 519 Li-like, 
644 Be-like, 1299 B-like and 1677 C-like Ar). Energy levels and 
radiative line transition rates were computed using the atomic 
structure code FAC [11] including unresolved transition arrays [12] 
and configuration interaction corrections. The calculations take 
into account all non-autoionizing and autoionizing states charac-
terized by principal quantum numbers consistent with the 
continuum-lowering, so that the actual final number of levels 
included in the calculation depends on the plasma conditions of 
each case. For the temperature and density conditions studied here 
this means that states with principal quantum number n up to 4 or 
5 are typically considered in the calculation, including the effects of 
high-order satellites that overlap and blend with the parent line 
transition, thus affecting both the emissivity and opacity of the 
composite spectral feature [13]. 
Radiation transport effects in the atomic kinetics due to line 
trapping in the plasma are taken into account via escape factors [14], 
and the emergent line intensity distribution is computed using an 
analytical integration of the radiation transport equation for the case 
of a uniform, spherical plasma source [6[. On the one hand, the line 
shapes employed in the calculation of the escape factors included in 
the atomic kinetics are Voigt line profiles in which the width of the 
Lorentzian contribution considers natural and an approximate Stark 
width [15] and the width of the Gaussian contribution characterizes 
the thermal Doppler broadening. On the other hand, the intrinsic line 
shapes used to transport the line radiation through the plasma are 
detailed Stark-broadened line profiles. To this end, a database of line 
profiles was computed for line transitions arising from non-auto-
ionizing as well as autoionizing states taking into account the 
broadening effects due to both plasma electrons and ions, as well as 
natural and Doppler broadening [16,17]. Ion microfield distribution 
functions were computed with the APEX model assuming equal 
electron and ion temperatures [18]. Also, since deuterium ions are 
the dominant perturbing ion in the argon-doped implosion core 
plasmas, ion dynamics effects were also considered in the Stark line 
broadening calculation according to the formalism discussed in [2[. 
As mentioned above, previous applications of argon line emission 
modeling for doped implosion cores have mostly focused on the 
photon energy range from 3500 eV to 4000 eV, including the He/?, 
Hey, Lyj3 and He<5 lines and their associated Li- and He-like satellite 
transitions. For typical initial filling conditions of plastic shell ICF 
targets, e.g., 20 atm of deuterium and less than 0.1 atm of argon, 
these lines have small optical depth during the time when their 
emission peaks at the collapse of the implosion. Thus, the intensity 
and broadening of the bound-bound spectrum carries information 
from deeper regions in the implosion core. Here, we extend the 
photon energy range up to 4300 eV in order to include the Lyy line as 
well as several radiative recombination edges. Considering a wider 
photon energy interval further increases the number of constraints to 
be satisfied by the synthetic spectrum in the spectroscopic analysis. 
For photon energies above 4000 eV, our argon K-shell spectrum 
model calculation includes the Lyy line and associated He-like 
satellites, and several He-like and H-like radiative recombination 
edges. These are the radiative recombination emissions from fully-
stripped into H-like ground state, from H-like ground state into 
He-like ground state, and from H-like nl excited states into He-like 
lsn/ exited states, up to n = 4. A schematic diagram of these atomic 
processes is shown in Fig. 1. These radiative recombination 
processes, as well as all those that are consistent with the list of 
atomic levels included in the model, are automatically taken into 
account in the atomic kinetic calculation using radiative recombi-
nation rate coefficients based on Kramers' approximation for the 
photoionization cross section [19]. However, once the level pop-
ulation distribution has been calculated, the radiation transport 
through the plasma employs a more accurate photoionization cross 
section, computed with the LANL suite of codes [20], in order to 
calculate the corresponding contributions to the emissivity and 
opacity of the plasma. Then, the emergent intensity distribution is 
obtained by transporting the radiation through the plasma source; 
this final step takes into account all line and radiative recombina-
tion radiation overlapping effects. 
To study the importance of the bound-free emission in modeling 
the argon spectrum for photon energies above 4000 eV, we per-
formed a series of theoretical spectra calculations for electron 
temperature and density values relevant for the conditions ach-
ieved in OMEGA direct-drive implosion cores, i.e. 800-2000 eV and 
5 x 1023 to 5 x 1024 crrT3, respectively. As an illustration, Fig. 2 
displays a sequence of synthetic spectra. Individual line and radi-
ative recombination contributions as well as the total intensity 
calculation including both contributions are shown. No instru-
mental broadening effects have been included in the spectra of 
Fig. 2. We note that, due to the nonlinear effects of radiation 
transport, the total intensity is not just the sum of bound-bound 
and bound-free contributions. As the density increases, the argon 
lines broaden and blend, and the relative intensity level of bound-
free emission increases. We have found that for electron density 
larger than 5 x 1023 crrT3 the Hey becomes heavily blended with 
the red wing of the Lyj3 line and can no longer be resolved from the 
Lyj3, i.e. it becomes a bump on the red wing of the Lyj3. The He<5 line 
is already heavily blended with the blue wing of the Lyj3 line. 
Furthermore, as the density increases from 5 x 1023 crrT3 to 
3 x 1024 crrT3, the bound-free emission relative to line emission 
rises by a factor of approximately two. This is particularly important 
for the Lyy line since it is not as intense as the Lyj3 line and thus its 
overall intensity level depends on that of the radiative recombi-
nation with which it overlaps. Another interesting effect shown in 
Fig. 2 is the shift toward lower photon energies of the location of 
radiative recombination edges due to the continuum-lowering 
effect. In this work, we estimate the continuum-lowering effect 
using the Stewart and Pyatt model [21 ]. However, since this model 
was originally developed for single-element plasmas, its applica-
tion to the case of a multi-component plasma (such as the deute-
rium-argon plasma of implosion cores) requires further discussion. 
Specifically, we compute the continuum-lowering using the Stew-
art and Pyatt model applied to a deuterium-argon plasma in the 
following manner: the unperturbed, i.e., unshifted, isolated-ion 
He-like Ar 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of radiative recombination emissions contributing to the 
photon energy range from 4000 eV to 4500 eV. 
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Fig. 2. Calculated argon spectrum at different conditions of electron temperature and 
density: (top) Te = 1300eV, Ne = 5 x l 0 2 3 c n r 3 , (middle) Te = 1400eV, 
Ne = 1 x 1024 cm"3, (bottom) Te = 1200 eV, Ne = 3 x 1024 cm"3. Total emergent inten-
sity distribution and individual contributions arising only from line and radiative 
recombination emissions are shown for clarity. Note that the full calculation is not 
simply the sum of bound-bound and bound-free contributions due to the radiation 
transport effects. 
ionization potential ¡^ of the argon ion with charge £ is lowered by 
an amount A/( to obtain the ionization potential ¡\ = /¡; — A/( of the 
argon ion £ in the deuterium-argon mixture environment. The 
correction AJj; due to continuum-lowering is computed as follows 
*k=lfz. AO 2/3 (1) 
Here ¡H= 13.606 eV, ZAr is the average ionization of the argon 
plasma, R is the ion-sphere radius of the D-Ar mixture given by 
R = ( 3 V4uiVin 
1/3 
(2) 
where Ni0n = NAr + ND is the total ion density and NAr and No the 
partial densities of argon and deuterium; D is the Debye radius 
calculated for the D-Ar mixture, which we take from the Debye-
Hiickel theory described in [22], but assuming a two-component 
plasma, 
D = 
e0kTe '-Ar 
-Z2Ar)NA r- 2JV, 
••>] 
-1/2 
(3) 
Furthermore, for the conditions achieved in the implosion core 
plasmas the deuterium is fully-ionized, hence we considered ZD = 
Z?D = 1 in Eq. (3). 
In the synthetic spectra shown in Fig. 2, the largest bound-free 
emission are produced in the recombination processes from fully-
stripped ion into H-like ground state, and H-like ground state into 
He-like ground state. Weaker contributions are associated with the 
recombination of nl H-like excited states into lsn/ He-like excited 
states. Thus, the He-like and H-like ground state bound-free edges 
can be clearly distinguished in the calculations. Less prominent and 
partially hidden by bound-bound emission are the edges associ-
ated to n/-lsn/ recombination located on the low energy side of the 
Is H-like feature, and the recombination edges from lsn/ He-like 
into ls2n/ Li-like on the low energy side of the l s - l s 2 transition. The 
unperturbed energies of the bound-free edges associated to ground 
states are ~4426 eV for H-like and ~4121 eV for He-like Ar ions. 
The spectra displayed in Fig. 2 clearly shows that these radiative 
recombination edges shift by significant amounts as the density 
increases, to the point of overlapping and blending with the Lyj3 
line. Additionally, we note that as density increases the Lyy line 
becomes very broad and at the highest density (Fig. 2, bottom), the 
recombination edge from fully-stripped to H-like Ar becomes more 
intense that the Lyy line. This anomalous behavior is due, at least in 
part, to the fact that there are no broadening effects included in the 
calculation of the bound-free emission. 
3. Comparison with data from an OMEGA 
direct-drive implosion 
We now discuss the comparison of the synthetic spectra 
calculations discussed in the previous section to a time-resolved 
spectrum recorded in a direct-drive implosion experiment at 
OMEGA. The plastic shell target had an initial radius of 435 |im, wall 
thickness of 27 |im and an outer Al sealing layer of 0.1 |im. It was 
filled with 20 atm of D2 and 0.072 atm of Ar, which was used as the 
spectroscopic tracer. 
Emission from the argon tracer becomes intense at the collapse 
of the implosion when the deuterium gas reaches keV-range elec-
tron temperatures and the electron density the order of magnitude 
of 1024 cirT3. The argon emission includes intense K-shell X-ray line 
transitions that span the photon energy range from 3000 eV to 
4300 eV and an appreciable continuum emission that comes from 
the plastic shell, and the fuel and the dopant in the core. Two 
streaked crystal spectrometers were fielded for these experiments: 
SSC1 and SSCA. SSC1 was used in a low-speed mode, having 
a sweep speed of 150 ps/mm, to survey the X-ray emission over 
a broad time-interval while SSCA was used in a high-speed mode, 
with sweep speed of 50 ps/mm, to allow a detailed analysis of the 
time-history of argon line emission from the core during the peak 
compression phase of the implosion. The data were recorded on 
film and processed with an IDL graphical user interface to account 
for film density to intensity conversion and to define the temporal 
and spectral calibrations. 
Fig. 3 shows the data recorded by SSCA in OMEGA shot 49956. 
The temporal traces shown in the right hand side of the figure 
represent the time-history of emission within the photon energy 
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Fig. 3. Spectral data from the SSCA X-ray streak camera. On the left hand side is the coi 
data, the results of which are shown on the right hand side. The narrow-band time-h 
traces, respectively, of the SSCA recorded image for OMEGA shot 49956. 
range 3640-3720 eV, while spectral trace represents a time-
resolved spectrum integrated over the interval from 1000 ps to 
1050 ps. The spectral resolving power (A/AA) is approximately 500. 
Several line transitions of He- and H-like Ar ions have been 
identified and labeled in the spectrum, namely Hea ls2-ls2p, Lya 
ls-2p, He/J ls2-ls3p, Hey ls2-ls4p, Ly/J ls-3p and Lyy ls-4p. 
Weaker satellite line transitions arising from autoionizing states 
in He- and Li-like Ar ions, which are sometimes heavily blended 
with parent lines, are also present in the data. 
Additional data processing is needed before comparison with 
theory. The first step is the determination of the photometric 
calibration curve. We used a method described in [4] to correct the 
experimental spectra for variations in X-ray spectral sensitivity and 
streak camera flat-fielding effects. In a separate shot performed 
with an undoped target, X-ray continuum emission was measured 
with a calibrated time-integrated spectrometer (XRS1) and was 
compared with a time-integrated spectrum from the SSCA camera. 
The ratio of these two quantities was used to define the photo-
metric calibration curve and was applied to each time-resolved 
spectrum. The result of this process is shown in Fig. 4 where the 
photometric calibration of the SSCA spectra is displayed in the top 
graph. In the bottom graph of Fig. 4 we show the effects of the 
calibration on a time-resolved spectrum for OMEGA shot 49956 in 
the photon energy region used for comparison with theory. 
Next, the background continuum emission in the photon energy 
ranges between Hea and Lya, and Lya and Hej3 lines is fit assuming 
a characteristic Bremsstrahlung intensity distribution, and then 
subtracted. This is done prior to the comparison with the synthetic 
argon spectra. The background X-ray continuum emission has 
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:ted data image. The two rectangular boxes represent windows used for the sampling the 
ory (top) and a time-resolved spectrum (bottom) extracted from horizontal and vertical 
contributions from the core fuel (D2) and dopant (Ar), as well as the 
plastic shell. An example of the background continuum emission 
fitting is given in Fig. 5, and the experimental spectrum after the 
subtraction is shown in Fig. 6. 
Fig. 6 shows a comparison between a time-resolved spectrum 
recorded in OMEGA shot 49956 and a synthetic spectrum. For this 
comparison, we used ABAKO to compute a broad database of 
emergent intensity distributions in the photon energy range from 
3500 to 4300 eV over a 30 x 65 grid of electron temperature (from 
500 up to 2250 eV) and density (from 3 x 1022 cm"3 up to 
5 x 1024 crrr3) values. Before comparing with data, each synthetic 
spectrum was convolved with a Gaussian function of FWHM = 9 eV 
in order to take into account the instrumental broadening effect. 
Then, a search based on a weighted least-squares minimization 
comparison between experimental and theoretical spectra led to 
a single, absolute minimum from which the best fit and the density 
and temperature in the core are extracted. The goodness of the fit is 
assessed by the value of the weighted Q2 divided by the number of 
degrees of freedom which is of order 1. 
We note that the theoretical spectrum yields a reasonable 
approximation to the experimental spectrum over the photon 
energy range from 3500 eV to 4300 eV. However, one can observe 
from Fig. 6 that the comparison, in detail, has regions where the 
theoretical spectrum calculation does not compare well. In partic-
ular, the spectral region where the bound-free contributions have 
their largest effect, i.e., above 4000 eV, can be seen to be in rather 
poorer agreement. 
A detailed analysis of the theoretical spectrum in Fig. 6 illus-
trates some of the outstanding issues. If we consider only Ar K-shell 
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Fig. 4. The photometric calibration of the spectrum and its effect on the data. At the 
top, the photometric calibration of the SSCA spectra is shown. At the bottom, the 
calibration is applied to a time-resolved trace from OMEGA shot 49956. 
line emission the synthetic spectrum - see Fig. 6 theory (a) -, drops 
significantly at high photon energies and it cannot reach the overall 
intensity level in the measured spectrum. If the continuum emis-
sion produced by the radiative recombination from the H-like 
ground state into He-like ground state is included, the intensity 
level increases. The addition of the bound-free emission from ni H-
like excited states to lsn/ He-like excited states (up to n = 4) - see 
Fig. 6 theory (c) - causes an additional small increase of intensity. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison between a time-resolved spectrum for OMEGA shot 49956 and 
theoretical spectra including a different number of radiative recombination emissions: 
(a) only radiation emitted from Ar K-shell lines has been considered; (b) including the 
bound-free emission from H-like ground state into He-like ground state; (c) including 
also bound-free emission from nl H-like excited states into lsn/ He-like excited states; 
(d) further including recombination from fully-stripped to H-like ground state, i.e. full 
calculation. 
Finally, considering the bound-free emission from fully-stripped 
into H-like ground state - see Fig. 6 theory (d) - the model produces 
better overall agreement with the observed intensity level. The 
temperature and density extracted from the best fit were 
Te = 1410 eV and Ne = 2.3 x 1024 cirT3. If we restrict the comparison 
to the narrower energy interval from 3500 to 4000 eV and do not 
include the bound-free emission, then the extracted conditions are 
Te = 1470 eV and Ne = 2.4 x 1024 cm"3. Keeping in mind that the 
relative intensity of He/J and Ly/J lines is sensitive to the plasma 
temperature, the difference in extracted temperatures can be, in 
principle, interpreted as follows: the blending of the Ly/J line with 
the bound-free emission (edges shifted to lower energies due to 
continuum-lowering) that takes place during the transport of the 
radiation through the plasma source rises the intensity of the Ly/J 
line. Thus, a spectrum computed at a lower temperature can match 
an observed Ly/J to He/J intensity ratio. 
4. Conclusions 
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Fig. 5. Fit of the background continuum emission in a time-resolved spectrum from 
OMEGA shot 49956. The fitted exponential is then subtracted from the experimental 
spectrum before comparison with theory. 
We have modeled the argon K-shell line and radiative recombi-
nation spectrum for conditions characteristic of argon-doped 
deuterium-filled OMEGA direct-drive implosion cores. For this 
purpose a detailed atomic kinetics model for argon was constructed 
including all ionization stages from C-like Ar to the fully-stripped 
ion. Kinetics calculations consider all levels including the auto-
ionization levels consistent with continuum-lowering and a set of 
collisional and radiative processes to drive the population and 
depopulation of atomic levels. Radiation transport effects in the 
atomic kinetics are taken into account via escape factors, and the 
emergent line intensity distribution is calculated using an analytical 
integration of the radiation transport equation for the case of 
a uniform spherical plasma. A detailed Stark line profile database 
was also computed to take into account the broadening effects due 
to plasma electron subsystem and ion microfields as well as ion 
dynamics; but no broadening effects have yet been included in the 
recombination edges. The photon energy range spans from 3500 to 
4300 eV, which represents an extension to higher photon energies 
of the 3500-4000 eV interval that has been used in previous works. 
At the high density conditions of imploded cores, bound-free edges 
significantly shift down to lower photon energies, and can overlap 
with the Lyj3 line emission. In this connection, we have briefly dis-
cussed the application of the Stewart and Pyatt model to estimate 
the shift of radiative recombination edges in a deuterium-argon 
plasma. However, further investigation into this issue is required to 
understand how other models of continuum-lowering can be 
applied to multi-component plasmas so that their predictions for 
edge shifts could be implemented into a spectral synthesis model. In 
this regard, dense plasma line shifts [23-25] should be included as 
well. Work is in progress to address these issues, including the 
impact of the overlap of the Lyj3 line emission with bound-free 
emission on temperature determination in implosion core plasmas. 
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